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Comprehensive AnAlysis of metAl DeformAtion lAw BAseD on numeriCAl simulAtion  
of ColD rolling proCess

Through taking the cold rolling process as the research object, the three-dimensional finite element model of the strip rolling 
process is established by using ansYs/Ls-DYna software. The actual rolling product data has strong consistency with the finite 
element simulation results. The rolling process is dynamically simulated, and the distribution curves of important rolling parameters 
such as equivalent stress, control efficiency coefficient, transverse rolling pressure, lateral thickness and work roll deflection is 
obtained. Based on summarizing the influence of rolling parameters on rolling deformation, the research results of this paper can 
play an important role in the actual rolling process control. The research results have certain guiding significance for the develop-
ment and optimization of the rolling control system.
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introduction

Coupling analysis of roll elastic deformation and strip de-
formation is a necessary method to study the deformation process 
of cold rolling. Low computational efficiency is inevitable in the 
elastic-plastic finite element calculation process using implicit 
static iterative algorithm. it is not easy to converge when the 
contact problem of large deformation is analyzed. Based on the 
simulation results, the peak value of rolling pressure and the 
location of the peak were analyzed under different rolling condi-
tions by Xiang-hua Liu [1]. a 3D elastic-plastic finite element 
method (FeM) model of cold strip rolling for 6-high continuous 
variable crown (CVC) control rolling mill was developed by 
Kezhi Linghu [2]. Qing-Long Wang proposes a novel simulation 
approach that is applied to obtain the actuator efficiency factors 
in terms of work roll bending, intermediate roll bending, and 
intermediate roll shifting for a six-high universal Crown Control 
mill (uCM mill) [3]. The distribution of rolling pressure and the 
change rule of lever arm coefficient under different reduction, 
forward and backward tension stress, deformation resistance, 
and friction coefficient in cold rolling are illustrated based on 3D 
(three-dimensional) elastic-plastic FeM (finite element model) 

simulation by Jie sun [4]. Because the explicit time integration 
is used during the calculation process, no iterative solution is 
needed in the explicit dynamics and the computational efficiency 
is high. The elastoplastic deformation of the strip during rolling, 
elastic deflection of the roll, elastic flattening and residual stress 
after rolling can be considered in the elastoplastic finite element 
method. From the relationship between iMRs and strip widths, 
a segmented CVC intermediate roll contour is then proposed 
and experimented in an industrial production by hongbo Li [5]. 
hyojin Park presents a rigorous finite element (Fe) approach for 
3-D coupled analysis of the elasticpastic deformation of the strip 
and the elastic deformation of rolls in the roll-stack of a mill stand 
[6]. a three-dimensional elastic-plastic finite element analysis for 
a strip rolling process is conducted by Qing-Long Wang when 
the uCM mill is subjected to different iRs values [7]. a dynamic 
increment model for chatter in a universal Crown Control mill 
(uCM mill) is proposed by Xing Lu with the considering of 
strip hardening, elastic deformation of the work roll, non-linear 
friction, transfer delay of the strip, and dynamic coupling effect 
of tension between adjacent stands [8]. an improved approach 
based on the varying curve of crown ratio, which can give the 
location of the flatness defect in more detail, is proposed by 
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Qing-Long Wang [9]. The finite element method is widely 
used in the numerical simulation of rolling process. it plays an 
important role in calculating the rolling process parameters and 
improving the accuracy of the rolling model. Based on the edge 
drop control characters established, the control model and the 
cooperation strategy were designed and applied to the practical 
production by Xiao chen Wang [10]. The finite-element method 
(FeM) is used to develop the governing equation of motion of 
the working roll of a four-high rolling mill by sajan Kapil [11]. 
a vibration model with two degrees of freedom is proposed for 
a cold sheet rolling mill and the stiffness parameters of different 
mill elements are calculated by Masoud Mosayebi [12]. Chu 
han Wu presents a multi-field analysis of full hydrodynamic 
lubrication in high speed cold rolling of metal strips [13]. in 
this paper, the simulation of the rolling process with relatively 
large ratio of width to thickness has been realized. The results 
are used to provide parameter predictions with reference value 
to the actual production.

1. three-dimensional finite element  
model establishment

The method of establishing elastoplastic finite element 
equation considering inertial force and damping force is called 
dynamic analysis method [14]. The plastic processing engineer-
ing load action time is relatively short. The equations of motion 
including inertial and damping forces should be used [15]. When 
the above second-order differential equations are calculated, the 
center difference format is used to discrete time. Through using 
principle of dynamic virtual work for elastoplastic problems, 
the dynamic finite element equation is obtained and it is shown 
as equation (1).

             M u C u K u P F       (1)

in equation (1), {u··} is nodal acceleration vector. {u·} is node 
velocity vector. {u} is node displacement vector. {M} is global 
concentrated mass matrix. {C} is global damping matrix. {K} 
is stiffness matrix. {P} is external force node force vector. {F} 
is internal force nodal force vector.

in order to ensure that the simulation is as close as pos-
sible to the actual rolling process, the coupling analysis of the 
roll system deflection, the roll elastic flattening and the strip 
elastic-plastic deformation are carried out. The billet has elasto-
plastic deformation and work hardening during rolling, therefore 
a bilinear isotropic hardening model is used. The roll body has 
elastic deformation during rolling, so the isotropic linear material 
model is used. The roll neck has no deformation during rolling, 
so the rigid body model is used.

The unit number of the upper work roll is 100532. The 
unit number of the lower work roll is 100673. The unit number 
of upper work roll neck at operation side is 1050. The unit 
number of lower work roll neck at operation side is 1071. 
The unit number of upper work roll neck at drive side is 930. 
The unit number of lower work roll neck at drive side is 950. 
The unit number of upper intermediate roll is 21537. The unit 
number of lower intermediate roll is 21519. The unit number of 
upper intermediate roll neck at operation side is 710. The unit 
number of lower intermediate roll neck at operation side is 715. 
The unit number of upper intermediate roll neck at drive side 
is 750. The unit number of lower intermediate roll neck at drive 
side is 735. The unit number of upper backup roll is 57136. The 
unit number of lower backup roll is 57151. The unit number 
of upper backup roll neck at operation side is 1871. The unit 
number of lower backup roll neck at operation side is 1857. 
The unit number of upper backup roll neck at drive side is 1893. 
The unit number of lower backup roll neck at drive side is 1873. 
The unit number of strip is 100510. The material model of the 
strip is isotropic bilinear hardening model. The material model 
of the roll body is isotropic linear elastic model. The material 

Work roll

Backup rollIntermediate roll

Strip

Fig. 1. Three-dimensional finite element model
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model of the roll neck is rigid body model. The server type is 
Dell Poweredge R740. The processor is Xeon. The number of 
CPu is 6. The memory is 8.00 gB.

Whether the simulation of the rolling process is accurate 
is of great significance to the analysis of metal flow law. The 
thickness distribution of the strip along the width direction 
is highly microscopic. in the article, the measured thickness 
distribution along the width of the strip is compared with the 
thickness distribution of the strip along the width of the finite 
element numerical simulation. and the two are highly consistent. 
Therefore, the calculation results of the finite element model 
established in the article are consistent with the actual situation.

Fig. 1 is a three-dimensional finite element model. The 
solid element of soLoD164 three-dimensional display structure 
is used for finite element analysis of cold rolling process. The 
hexahedral mesh is adopted to mesh, and the mesh generation 
mode is sweep mode. in the finite element model, there are 
elastomer six roll system, elastoplastic strip and rigid roll neck. 
in this model, the bending deformation, flattening deformation 
and strip elastic-plastic deformation of the entire roll system 
are considered. Bending deformation is an important factor that 
directly affects the shape of the loaded roll gap. The calculation 
accuracy of bending deformation is critical to the simulation 
accuracy of the entire rolling process. it can be said that the 

calculation process of bending deformation directly determines 
the simulation results of metal flow during the rolling process.

2. results and discussion

2.1. rolling experiment verification of model accuracy

The original thickness of the strip used in the verification 
experiment is 2.8 mm. The strip width is 1250 mm. The strip type 
is sPCC. The rolling process parameters are shown in TaBLe 1.

TaBLe 1

The rolling process parameter table of verification experiment

test 
group

reduc-
tion  

ratio/%

front 
tension/

mpa

Back 
tension/

mpa

work 
roll  

bending 
/kn

interme-
diate roll 
bending 

/kn

interme-
diate roll 
shifting  

/mm
1 29.17 157.13 93.57 110.00 73.51 15
2 31.47 149.35 113.63 153.71 57.13 15

Fig. 2 is the comparison between the simulated value and 
the actual measured value of the lateral thickness distribution of 
the exit strip. The trend of measured lateral thickness distribu-

 

    (a) First group                           (b) Second group 

 
(c) Distribution diagram of lateral thickness distribution of exit strip before  

and after mesh refinement 
 Fig. 2. Distribution diagram of finite element simulation value and actual measured value of lateral thickness distribution of exit strip
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tion curve is consistent with the trend of the simulated lateral 
thickness distribution curve. in the verification experiment with 
a reduction ratio of 29.17%, the absolute error of the measured 
value and the simulated value does not exceed 21 um, and the 
relative error does not exceed 1%. in the verification experiment 
with a reduction ratio of 31.47%, the absolute error between 
the measured value and the simulated value is less than 13 um, 
and the relative error is less than 1%. Therefore, it is reliable to 
analyze the strip rolling process based on the three-dimensional 
finite element model of the rolling mill.

in the second group, the reduction rate is larger, and the 
rolling force is larger. Therefore, the error of the rolling force 
fluctuation along the lateral distribution is relatively large and 
the strip thickness fluctuation along the lateral is increased. 
however, the overall trend of the simulated value is consistent 
with the actual value. as a consequence, the simulated value has 
certain reference significance.

in Fig. 2(c), the simulated value of the lateral thickness 
after the mesh refinement has a high consistency with the actual 
measured lateral thickness. and the true rolling results can be 
reflected. at the same time, the distribution trend of the two is 
roughly the same. however, the distribution of the lateral thick-
ness simulation value without mesh refinement is rather chaotic. 
it can be seen that the simulated value after the mesh refinement 
can ensure the validity of the data.

2.2. effect of different reductions on equivalent stress

The simulation experiment parameters of the effect of dif-
ferent reductions on equivalent stress are shown in TaBLe 2.

TaBLe 2

simulation experiment parameters of influence of reduction on 
equivalent stress

test 
group

strip  
specification 

/m

reduction 
/m

front tension 
/mpa

Back tension 
/mpa

1 0.038×1.2 0.00705 1.3 1.2
2 0.038×1.2 0.0105 1.3 1.2
3 0.038×1.2 0.01405 1.3 1.2

Fig. 3 is the distribution of the equivalent stress of the 
strip after rolling at different reductions. When the reduction 
is increased from 0.00705 m to 0.0105 m, the area of the large 
equivalent stress area is increased, and the edge of the area 
extends outwards more gently. at the same time, the area of the 
second large equivalent stress is reduced, and the edge of the area 
extends outward more gently. When the reduction is increased 
from 0.0105 m to 0.01405 m, the area of the large equivalent 
stress area is increased, and the edge of the area extends more 
violently. at the same time, the area of the second large equiva-
lent stress is reduced, and the edge of the area extends outward 
more gently.

Fig. 4 is the distribution diagram of the equivalent stress 
of the work roll after rolling at different reductions. When the 
reduction is increased from 0.00705 m to 0.0105 m, the area 
of small equivalent stress is increased, and the edge of the area 
extends outwards more gently. at the same time, the area of sec-
ond small equivalent stress is increased, and the edge of the area 
extends outwards more gently. When the reduction is increased 
from 0.0105 m to 0.01405 m, the area of small equivalent stress 
is increased, and the edge of the area extends more violently. 

  
  (a) Reduction 0.00705         (b) Reduction 0.0105         (c) Reduction 0.01405 

 Fig. 3. Distribution diagram of the equivalent stress of the strip after rolling at different reductions

 
(a) Reduction 0.00705        (b) Reduction 0.0105         (c) Reduction 0.01405 

 Fig. 4. The distribution diagram of the equivalent stress of the work roll after rolling at different reductions
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at™the same time, the area of the second small equivalent stress 
is reduced, and the edge of the area extends more violently.

Fig. 5 is the distribution of the equivalent stress of the 
intermediate roll after rolling at different reductions. When the 
reduction is increased from 0.00705 m to 0.0105 m, the area of 
small equivalent stress is reduced, and the edge of the area ex-
tends more violently. at the same time, the area of second small 
equivalent stress is increased, and the edge of the area extends 
more violently. When the reduction is increased from 0.0105 m 
to 0.01405 m, the area of small equivalent stress is reduced, and 
the edge of the area extends outwards more gently. at the same 
time, the area of second small equivalent stress is increased, and 
the edge of the area extends outwards more gently.

Fig. 6 is the distribution of the equivalent stress of the 
backup roll after rolling at different reductions. When the re-
duction is increased from 0.00705 m to 0.0105 m, the area of 
second small equivalent stress is reduced, and the edge of the 
area extends outwards more gently. When the reduction is in-
creased from 0.0105 m to 0.01405 m, the area of second small 
equivalent stress is increased, and the edge of the area extends 
more violently.

The reduction represents the difference between the thick-
ness of the exit and the thickness of the entry. The first group 
represents that the thickness of the entry minus the thickness 
of the exit is 0.00705 m. The second group represents that the 
thickness of the entry minus the thickness of the exit is 0.0105 m. 
The third group represents that the thickness of the entry minus 
the thickness of the exit is 0.01405 m.

in the analysis, the focus is on the area change of the 
equivalent stress distribution. The data support is provided for 
formulating reasonable rolling parameters by paying attention to 

changes of small equivalent stress and second small equivalent 
stress. When the reduction is increased, the effect of the increase 
of the large equivalent stress area on the rolling thermal crown 
needs to be considered. The compensation is made with roll 
segment cooling technology.

2.3. Analysis of the influencing factors of the regulation 
efficiency coefficient

The control efficiency coefficient is analyzed and calculated 
from the angle of the measured strip shape stress distribution 
[16]. The understanding of the adjustment performance of the 
flatness control mechanism is no longer limited to the category 
of the first, second, and fourth flatness deviation. any flatness 
adjustment performance can be described [17]. Flatness deviation 
pattern recognition and decoupling calculation are not required. 
The flatness control effect is the amount of change in the flatness 
of the roll gap of the rolling mill along the strip width under the 
unit adjustment of a flatness control technology. it is shown in 
equation (2).

 

i
ij

j

Y
Eff

U





  (2)

in equation (2), Effij is flatness control efficiency coefficient. 
i is number of measuring points in the strip width direction. j is 
number of strip flatness adjustment mechanism. ΔYi is strip flat-
ness change amount in the i measurement section, I. ΔUj is ad-
justment amount of the j strip flatness adjustment mechanism. 
if the adjustment mechanism is rolling force or bending force, 

 
 (a) Reduction 0.00705         (b) Reduction 0.0105         (c) Reduction 0.01405 

 Fig. 5. Distribution of the equivalent stress of the intermediate roll after rolling at different reductions

   
  (a) Reduction 0.00705        (b) Reduction 0.0105         (c) Reduction 0.01405 

 Fig. 6. Distribution of the equivalent stress of the backup roll after rolling at different reductions
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the unit is kn. if the adjustment mechanism is the intermediate 
roll shifting amount or work roll tilting amount, the unit is mm.

The roll is separated into several units. The load on the roll 
and the elastic deformation of the roll are discretized according 
to the same unit. By applying the concept of influence function 
in mathematical physics, the deformation caused at various 
points of the roll body is determined when applying unit force 
to each unit [18]. The deformation value of each unit is obtained 
by superimposing the deformation caused by each unit when all 
loads are applied. The influence function of work roll bending 
force is shown in equation (3).

 
 2 21( ) (3 ) (1 )

6w f i w i w w i
w w

g i x L x D x
E I

      (3)

in equation (3), Lw is half of the work roll bending hydraulic 
cylinder center distance, mm. gw f (i) is deflection of the i unit 
caused by total deformation when a unit force is applied in the 
center of the work roll hydraulic cylinder, mm/kn. Ew is Young’s 
modulus of work roll, kn/mm2. Iw is modulus of bending section 
of work roll, mm4. υw is work roll Poisson’s ratio. Dw is work 
roll diameter, mm. xi is i unit coordinates, mm.

2.3.1. effect of different strip widths on bending roll 
efficiency coefficient

The simulation experiment parameters of the influence of 
different strip widths on the bending roll efficiency coefficient 
are shown in TaBLe 3.

TaBLe 3

simulation experiment parameters of the effect of strip width  
on bending roll efficiency coefficient

test 
group

strip 
width 
/mm

front 
tension 
/mpa

Back 
tension 
/mpa

exit 
thickness 

/mm

rolling 
speed 

/(m/min)

reduction 
ratio 
/%

1 850 95 137 0.27 1100 15
2 950 95 137 0.27 1100 15
3 1050 95 137 0.27 1100 15
4 1150 95 137 0.27 1100 15
5 1250 95 137 0.27 1100 15

Fig. 7 is the curve distribution diagram of work roll bend-
ing efficiency coefficient at different strip widths. 20 feature 
points are taken in the width direction. When the strip width is 
increased, the regulation efficiency coefficient at the edge of 
the strip is increased. and when the strip width is increased, 
the regulation efficiency coefficient in the middle of the strip is 
increased. When the strip width is increased, the control effect 
of roll bending is enhanced. as the strip width is increased, the 
control ability of flatness control technology of roll bending is 
increased, and its regulation characteristics are particularly af-
fected by the strip width.

2.3.2 effect of different rolling forces on roll bending 
efficiency coefficient

The simulation experiment parameters of the effect of dif-
ferent rolling forces on the roll bending efficiency coefficient 
are shown in TaBLe 4.

Fig. 8 is the curve distribution diagram of work roll bend-
ing efficiency coefficient at different rolling forces. 20 feature 
points are taken in the width direction. When the rolling force is 
less than 11 Mn, the efficiency coefficient of the roll bending is 
reduced as the rolling force is increased. When the rolling force 
is greater than 11 Mn, the efficiency coefficient of the roll bend-
ing is enhanced as the rolling force is increased. When the rolling 
force is above 19 Mn, the coefficient of efficiency coefficient 
of the roll bending remains basically unchanged.

TaBLe 4

The simulation experiment parameters of the effect of  
different rolling forces on the roll bending efficiency  

coefficient

test 
group

rolling 
force 
/mn

front 
tension 
/mpa

Back 
tension 
/mpa

exit 
thickness 

/mm

rolling 
speed 

/(m/min)

reduction 
ratio 
/%

1 3 75 103 0.35 1000 17
2 7 75 103 0.35 1000 17
3 11 75 103 0.35 1000 17
4 19 75 103 0.35 1000 17
5 23 75 103 0.35 1000 17

Fig. 7. Curve distribution diagram of work roll bending efficiency coefficient at different strip widths
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When it is less than a specific value, the rolling force is 
increased, and the effect of the work roll bending on the flatness 
is weakened. at this time, the gain coefficient needs to be set to 
compensate for the influence. When it is greater than a specific 
value, the rolling force is increased, and the effect of the work 
roll bending on the flatness is almost unchanged. Therefore, no 
compensation is required.

The ordinate ranges of the left and right pictures in Fig. 8 are 
different. This treatment is to observe the efficiency coefficients 
of different rolling forces more intuitively. There is a curve of 
rolling force = 11 Mn in the left and right graphs. it serves as 
a reference.

2.3.3. efficiency coefficient of different work roll  
bending force

The simulation experiment parameters of different work 
roll bending force adjustment efficiency coefficients are shown 
in TaBLe 5.

TaBLe 5

simulation experiment parameters of the effect of work roll bending 
force on regulating efficiency coefficient

test 
group

work roll 
bending 

/t

front 
tension 
/mpa

Back 
tension 
/mpa

rolling 
speed 

/(m/min)

reduction 
ratio 
/%

1 13 83 97 950 23
2 27 83 97 950 23
3 31 83 97 950 23
4 49 83 97 950 23

Fig. 9 is the curve distribution of the efficiency coeffi-
cient under different bending force. ΔH represents the change 
of strip thickness when the unit work roll bending force is 
applied. its unit is mm/t. as the roll bending force becomes 
larger, the smaller, the control efficiency coefficient at the strip 
edge becomes smaller, and the control efficiency coefficient 
in the middle of the strip becomes smaller. at the same time, 
the™control efficiency coefficient curve becomes smoother. The 

1™contro™efficienc™coefficient curve is compared with the 
27t control efficiency coefficient curve. The control efficiency 
coefficient is decreased with the increasing of roll bending force, 
and it is very obvious.

Fig. 9. curve distribution of the efficiency coefficient under different 
bending force

2.3.4. efficiency coefficient of different intermediate  
roll bending force

The simulation experiment parameters of adjustment ef-
ficiency coefficients under different intermediate roll bending 
force are shown in TaBLe 6.

TaBLe 6

simulation experiment parameters of adjustment efficiency  
coefficients under different intermediate roll bending force

test 
group

intermediate 
roll bending 

/t

front 
tension 
/mpa

Back 
tension 
/mpa

rolling 
speed 

/(m/min)

reduction 
ratio 
/%

1 19 93 117 970 13
2 27 93 117 970 13
3 43 93 117 970 13
4 57 93 117 970 13

Fig. 8. Curve distribution diagram of work roll bending efficiency coefficient at different rolling forces
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Fig. 10 is the curve distribution of the control efficiency 
coefficient under different rolling bending force. The control 
efficiency coefficient curve of the intermediate roll bending is 
gradually increased from the middle to the side. The control effi-
ciency coefficient of the intermediate roll bending is also closely 
related to the size of the roll bending force. as the bending force 
is increased, the control efficiency coefficient of the intermedi-
ate roll bending roll is gradually decreased, and the distribution 
curve becomes more and more gentle. When the bending force 
is different, the efficiency coefficient at the edge of the strip 
is different from that at the middle of the strip. if there is no 
corresponding compensation function, the adjustment amount 
calculated by the closed loop cannot eliminate the strip flatness 
defects with high quality. Therefore, it is necessary to formulate 
the coefficient compensation function for different bending force.

Fig. 10. curve distribution of the control efficiency coefficient under 
different rolling bending force

Compared with the rolling force, the influence of the 
bending force on the control efficiency coefficient is more 
complicated. only the gain coefficient is used to compensate 
for this effect, and the effect is not very satisfactory. Therefore, 
it is necessary to use the self-learning model of the efficiency 
coefficient to dynamically correct the efficiency coefficient under 
different bending force.

2.4. Analysis of influencing factors of rolling pressure 
distribution along strip width

There is elastic flattening deformation in the roll and the 
elastic deformation in the strip. The increased part of the defor-
mation zone is not all the plastic zone, and a considerable part 
is the elastic zone [19-21]. The rolling pressure in the elastic 
zone is much lower than the rolling pressure in the plastic zone. 
Due to the elastic recovery of the strip, the strip does not come 
out from the lowest point after the roll is flattened at the exit, 
but a distance higher than the lowest point [22-24]. The rolling 
pressure at the exit elastic zone is shown in equation (4). Fig. 11 
is the diagram of elastic flattening and rolling pressure.
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Fig. 11. Diagram of elastic flattening and rolling pressure
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in equation (4), px is rolling pressure in export elastic 
zone, MPa. p1 is pressure at the beginning of the elastic zone 

into the plastic zone, MPa. B is constant 
1

2
(1 )

B
h







 . x is roll-

ing direction coordinates, mm. Δx0 is deformation zone length 
increment, mm.

studying the lateral distribution of rolling pressure should 
consider the lateral flow of metal [25-26]. The lateral flow of 
metal mainly occurs in the plastic deformation zone. When the 
lateral distribution of rolling pressure is calculated, the longitu-
dinal stress needs to be determined according to the longitudinal 
friction [27-29]. The lateral distribution of rolling pressure is 
shown in equation (5).
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2+( , )
11+ + +

2

x

xy
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d
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  (5)

in equation (5), p(x, y) is lateral distribution of rolling pres-
sure, MPa. α is bite angle, rad. K is pure shear resistance, MPa. 
σx is x direction stress component, MPa. γxy is shear strain. εz is 
deformation in z direction.

2.4.1. effect of work roll bending on rolling pressure 
distribution along strip width

The simulation experiment parameters of the influence of 
work roll bending on the distribution of rolling pressure along 
the strip width are shown in TaBLe 7. 

Fig. 12 is the distribution of rolling pressure along the strip 
width under different work roll bending forces. 
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TaBLe 7

simulation experiment parameters of the influence of work roll  
bending on the distribution of rolling pressure along the strip width

test 
group

work roll 
bending 

/kn

front 
tension 
/mpa

Back 
tension 
/mpa

rolling 
speed 

/(m/min)

reduction 
ratio 
/%

1 0 73 109 870 33
2 357 73 109 870 33
3 439 73 109 870 33

Fig. 12. Distribution of rolling pressure along the strip width under 
different work roll bending forces

When the work roll bending is not put in, the rolling pressure 
along the strip width is suddenly increased from the middle to the 
edge, and the peak appears. as the bending force is increased, 
the sudden increase trend of the rolling pressure along the strip 
width from the middle to the edge becomes a decrease trend, 
and the peak disappears.

2.4.2. effect of intermediate roll shifting on rolling 
pressure distribution along strip width

The simulation experiment parameters of the influence of 
the intermediate roll shifting on the rolling pressure distribution 
along the strip width are shown in TaBLe 8.

TaBLe 8

simulation experiment parameters of the influence of  
the intermediate roll shifting on the rolling pressure  

distribution along the strip width

test 
group

intermediate 
roll shifting 

/mm

front 
tension 
/mpa

Back 
tension 
/mpa

rolling 
speed 

/(m/min)

reduction 
ratio 
/%

1 0 103 139 990 24
2 117 103 139 990 24
3 193 103 139 990 24

Fig. 13 is the distribution of rolling pressure along the strip 
width under different intermediate roll shifting. With the increase 
in the amount of intermediate roll shifting, the sudden increase of 

the rolling pressure along the strip width at the edge is gradually 
slowing down. The rolling pressure is also reduced along the 
contact arc, but the distribution trend is basically unchanged.

Fig. 13. Distribution of rolling pressure along the strip width under 
different intermediate roll shifting

2.4.3. effect of intermediate roll bending on the 
distribution of rolling pressure along the strip width

The simulation experiment parameters of the influence of 
the intermediate roll bending on the distribution of rolling pres-
sure along the strip width are shown in Table 9. 

Fig. 14 is the distribution of rolling pressure along the 
strip width under different intermediate roll bending. Compared 

TaBLe 9
simulation experiment parameters of the influence of  

the intermediate roll bending on the distribution of rolling pressure 
along the strip width

test 
group

intermediate 
roll bending 

/kn

front 
tension 
/mpa

Back 
tension 
/mpa

rolling 
speed 

/(m/min)

reduction 
ratio 
/%

1 0 73 159 790 34
2 317 73 159 790 34
3 579 73 159 790 34

Fig. 14. Distribution of rolling pressure along the strip width under 
different intermediate roll bending
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with the effect of work roll bending on the rolling pressure, the 
intermediate roll bending has little effect on it. The trend of 
rolling pressure distribution along the strip width has basically 
not changed. and the peak value is only slightly decreased, but 
it does not disappear.

2.5. Analysis of influencing factors of lateral thickness 
distribution

2.5.1. effect of work roll Bending on the lateral thickness 
distribution of strip steel

The simulation experiment parameters of the influence of 
the work roll bending on the lateral thickness distribution of the 
strip are shown in TaBLe 10.

TaBLe 10

simulation experiment parameters of the influence of  
the work roll bending on the lateral thickness  

distribution of the strip

test 
group

work roll 
bending 

/t

front 
tension 
/mpa

Back 
tension 
/mpa

rolling 
speed 

/(m/min)

reduction 
ratio 
/%

1 0 83 127 1090 14
2 27 83 127 1090 14
3 51 83 127 1090 14

Fig. 15 is the lateral thickness distribution of strip steel 
for different work roll bending. as the work roll bending force 
becomes larger, the thickness of the central zone is increased. 
at the same time, with the increase of the bending force, the 
thickness of the edge zone is significantly increased except for 
the thinned area. When the bending force is 51t, the thickness 
of the edge is greater than the thickness of the center, and the 
negative convexity appears. Compared with the case without 
roll bending force, the shape of the strip section has a big  
change.

Fig. 15. Lateral thickness distribution of strip steel for different work 
roll bending

2.5.2. effect of intermediate roll bending on the lateral 
thickness distribution of strip

The simulation experiment parameters of the influence of 
the intermediate roll bending on the lateral thickness distribution 
of the strip are shown in TaBLe 11.

TaBLe 11

simulation experiment parameters of the influence of  
the intermediate roll bending on the lateral thickness  

distribution of the strip

test 
group

intermediate 
roll bending 

/t

front 
tension 
/mpa

Back 
tension 
/mpa

rolling 
speed 

/(m/min)

reduction 
ratio 
/%

1 0 79 97 760 16
2 31 79 97 760 16
3 59 79 97 760 16

Fig. 16 is the lateral thickness distribution of strip steel 
under different intermediate roll bending. The effect of the inter-
mediate roll bending on the shape of the strip section is small. The 
effect of intermediate roll bending on the thickness distribution 
curve is not particularly obvious. and its basic shape remains 
unchanged. as the bending force is increased, the thickness of 
the strip center is increased.

Fig. 16. Lateral thickness distribution of strip steel under different 
intermediate roll bending

2.6. Analysis of influencing factors of work  
roll deflection

The deflection of the work roll has a great influence on the 
strip flatness control. During the rolling process, on the one hand, 
the deflection of the work roll is the uneven contact deformation 
between the work roll and the intermediate roll and between 
the work roll and the strip [30]. on the other hand, because 
the contact length between the roll is greater than the width of 
the strip, the harmful contact portion makes the work roll sub-
jected to cantilever bending. The deflection caused by the total 
bending deformation of the work roll is shown in equation (6).  
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The  deflection caused by the total shear deformation of the work 
roll is shown in equation (7).
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in equation (6), gw
B (i, j) is the deflection of the i unit caused 

by the total bending deformation when unit force is applied in 
unit j, mm/kn. Ub is total bending deformation energy, kn×mm. 
p– is the virtual force acting on the i unit, kn. lw is half of work 
roll length, mm. Ew is Young’s modulus of work roll, kn/mm2. 
Iw is modulus of bending section of work roll, mm4. xi is i unit 
coordinates, mm. xj is j unit coordinates, mm.
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in equation (7), gw
s (i, j)  is the deflection of the i unit caused 

by the total shear deformation when unit force is applied in unit 
j, mm/kn. υw work roll Poisson’s ratio. Dw is work roll diameter, 
mm. Us is total shear deformation energy, kn×mm.

2.6.1. effect of work roll diameter on work  
roll deflection

The simulation experiment parameters of the influence 
of work roll diameter on work roll deflection are shown in 
TaBLe 12. 

TaBLe 12

simulation experiment parameters of the influence of work roll 
diameter on work roll deflection

test 
group

work roll 
diameter 

/mm

front 
tension 
/mpa

Back 
tension 
/mpa

rolling 
speed 

/(m/min)

reduction 
ratio 
/%

1 530 113 147 960 13
2 550 113 147 960 13
3 610 113 147 960 13

Fig. 17 is the work roll deflection distribution of different 
work roll diameters. as the work roll diameter is decreased, 
the work roll deflection becomes larger within the width of the 
strip. The deflection distribution of the work roll in the middle is 
denser at different diameters. The deflection distribution of the 
work roll at the edge is more dispersed at different diameters. 
The effect of the work roll diameter on the deflection distribu-
tion of the work roll in the middle is weaker than the effect of 
the work roll diameter on the deflection distribution of the work 
roll at the edge.

Fig. 17. Work roll deflection distribution of different work roll dia-
meters

2.6.2. effect of strip width on work roll deflection

The simulation experiment parameters of the influence 
of the strip width on the work roll deflection are shown in 
TaBLe 13. 

TaBLe 13

The simulation experiment parameters of the influence of the strip 
width on the work roll deflection

test 
group

strip 
width 
/mm

front 
tension 
/mpa

Back 
tension 
/mpa

rolling 
speed 

/(m/min)

reduction 
ratio 
/%

1 910 116 159 1200 37
2 1130 116 159 1200 37
3 1350 116 159 1200 37
4 1570 116 159 1200 37

Fig. 18 is the deflection distribution of work roll with dif-
ferent strip widths. 

Fig. 18. The deflection distribution of work roll with different strip 
widths
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as the strip width is increased, the deflection value of the 
work roll within the width of the strip becomes smaller. When 
the strip width is 910 mm and 1130 mm, the work roll deflection 
has a peak at the side, and as the strip width is increased, the 
peak value is decreased. When the strip width is 1350 mm and 
1570 mm, the work roll deflection peak disappears at the edge 
and the curve becomes smooth. When the strip width is small, 
the work roll deflection has a peak at the edge. When the strip 
width is increased to a certain level, the deflection distribution 
curve of the work roll is gradually smoothed.

2.6.3. effect of rolling force on work roll deflection

The simulation experiment parameters of the influence of 
rolling force on work roll deflection are shown in TaBLe 14. 

TaBLe 14

simulation experiment parameters of the influence of rolling force 
|on work roll deflection

test 
group

rolling 
force

kn/mm

front 
tension 
/mpa

Back 
tension 
/mpa

rolling 
speed 

/(m/min)

reduction 
ratio 
/%

1 9 106 139 1100 27
2 11 106 139 1100 27
3 15 106 139 1100 27

Fig. 19 is the deflection distribution of work roll with 
different rolling force. When the rolling force is increased, the 
deflection of the roll system is increased within the width of the 
strip. as the rolling force is increased, the effect of work roll 
deflection on the strip edge drop is increased. as the unit rolling 
force is decreased from 15 kn/mm to 9 kn/mm, the work roll 
deflection value is gradually decreased to zero.

Fig. 19. Deflection distribution of work roll with different rolling force

3. Conclusion

Through finite element analysis software ansYs/Ls-
DYna, a three-dimensional simulation model of the rolling 

process is established. The accuracy of the model is verified by 
comparing and analyzing the measured and simulated values of 
the lateral thickness distribution. The results show that the analy-
sis of the strip rolling process based on the three-dimensional 
finite element model of the rolling mill has high reliability.

The dynamic simulation of the rolling process is carried 
on. The main analysis content is as follows.
(1) The stress distribution of cold rolling strip at different reduc-

tions is obtained. With the increase of the reduction, the area 
of the large equivalent stress of the strip is increased, and 
the area of the second large equivalent stress of the strip is 
decreased.

(2) The distributions curve of control efficiency coefficients 
at different strip widths, rolling forces, work roll bending 
forces and intermediate roll bending forces is obtained. 
as the width of the strip is increased, the control capability 
of the roll bending flatness control technology is increased. 
after the rolling force exceeds a certain value, the control 
efficiency coefficient of the roll bending is basically un-
changed.

(3) The rolling pressures along the width direction of different 
work roll bending, intermediate roll shifting and intermedi-
ate roll bending are obtained. as the bending force of the 
work roll is increased, the sudden increase trend of the roll-
ing pressure in the edge zone from the middle to both sides 
becomes a decrease trend. as the amount of intermediate 
roll shifting is increased, the sudden increase trend of rolling 
pressure in the edge zone is slowing. With the increase of 
the intermediate roll bending, the rolling pressure distribu-
tion trend has not changed.
There are multivariable, strong coupling and nonlinear 

metal flow phenomena in the rolling process. The change law 
of several key rolling parameters is summarized in this article. 
it aims to provide effective data support for the reasonable setting 
of rolling process parameters. and some thoughts are provided 
for revealing the nature of its metal deformation.

The lateral thickness distribution of different work roll 
bending and intermediate roll bending is obtained. as the work 
roll bending force is increased, the thickness of the center strip 
is increased. as the bending force of the intermediate roll is 
increased, the thickness distribution curve changes are not 
particularly obvious.

The work roll deflection distribution for different work 
roll diameters, strip widths and rolling forces is obtained. as 
the work roll diameter is decreased, the work roll deflection 
becomes larger within the width of the strip. as the strip width 
is increased, the work roll deflection becomes smaller within 
the strip width. as the rolling force is increased, the work roll 
deflection becomes larger within the width of the strip.
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